Postdoctoral Fellowship Opportunity
In
Beta Cell Regeneration for Diabetes

Laboratory of Andrew F. Stewart MD
Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai
New York City, USA

Experience and Excellence Sought in:
• Cell Culture
• Animal Husbandry, Transplant
• Animal Models of Diabetes
• Advanced Molecular Techniques
• miRNA biology
• IncRNA biology
• Bioinformatic analysis of RNAseq, DNAseq
• ChIPseq performance and analysis
• Viral vector design and use
• Immunofluorescence
• Histology tissue preparation
• Advanced tissue microscopy
• Flow Cytometry
• Type 1 diabetes immunology
• English fluency: verbal and written

Available immediately

Contact
Send CV/Resume to
andrew.stewart@mssm.edu

Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai